Leather Write Up:
1. I started by testing tooling out on different
materials. I started the process by getting
the leather wet and then transferring a
design onto the leather using tracing paper
and a blunt object. I then carved into the
leather using a knife, and then I used a
hammer and tooling supplies to shade in a
design.
A. I tried on thicker leather (8 or 9oz) and
it worked pretty well
B. I tried red coated leather and it did not work well
C. I tried then tooling on 3oz (I think) leather. I didn’t work well but
it worked better than the coated leather
2. I then tried stamping letters into the lightweight leather. I tried 3
different sizes and teh middle size worked best, because it didn’t cut too
much into the leather and it didn’t put down everything around the
letter as well. I decided it would be better to go with words because it
showed up better on the lightweight leather.
3. I then created a pattern by folding kraft paper around business cards. I
taped it together to test that it worked. I made sure that there was a
space for gluing.
4. I cut out the lightweight (3oz)
leather using the pattern.
5. After I cut it out, I got the leather
damp then I stamped words into the
leather “Find your passion make it
happen.”
A. I laid a towel
down first to
protect the back
of the leather and
the stamping
block.
B. I then used tape
to line up the
words to try to
make them as
even as possible.
C. Not gonna lie, I
missed up the
order of the
words the first time, but it became a great test or piece of leather
for dying and painting. Plus the second time around the words
came out much better.
6. I then dyed the leather using Angelus leather dye and a dauber. I
tested it out first on the scrap I messed up on then went in to the
actual leather for the business card holder. For the actual one, I
started heavy one one end then went to a lighter hand.
7. I then used leather conditioner and then leather sealant to insure
that the leather dye would not rub off on to anyone while using
the product.
8. I then decided to paint the inside because the leather dye soaked
through the leather making weird blotchy stains on the inside.
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And before I painted, I burnished the leather to
give it a smoother surface before painting.
I used white and brown mixed to create a light
tan color similar to the actual leather. I then
realized I did not like that contrast level much. I
then tested out some color mixes to decide what
I liked best.
A. Straight brown
B. Brown, white and yellow
C. Pink, yellow and brown (the one I went with)
I then painted over the very light tan with my warm
medium brown. I went over the painted leather one dry
with a sealant.
I then folded the leather into the correct folds (testing it
as I went with business cards). I then used the roller to
press the folds down.
I then used leather weld 3/8” in from the edge to help
seal the leather together.Pressing it down while drying.
I then made groves in the leather for the holes to be
punched in 3/16-2/8” away from the edge of the
leather.
I then used hole
punches and a mallet
to hammer holes into
the leather punching
through both layers
at once.
I used the saddle
stitch to stitch it
together. To tie it off,
I brought the knots
to the inside to tie off
the knots.
I then cut
off the
extra
threads
and burn
the ends.

